Monoplanar gradient system for imaging with nonlinear gradients.
In this paper we present a monoplanar gradient system capable of imaging a volume comparable with that covered by linear gradient systems. Such a system has been designed and implemented. Building such a system was made possible by relaxing the constraint of global linearity and replacing it with a requirement for local orthogonality. A framework was derived for optimization of local orthogonality within the physical boundaries and geometric constraints. Spatial encoding of magnetic fields was optimized for their local orthogonality over a large field of view. A coil design consisting of straight wire segments was optimized, implemented, and integrated into a 3T human scanner to show the feasibility of this approach. Initial MR images are shown and further applications of the derived optimization method and the nonlinear planar gradient system are discussed. Encoding fields generated by the prototype encoding system were shown to be locally orthogonal and able to encode a cylindrical volume sufficient for some abdomen imaging applications for humans.